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Sustainable.Brands.is.an.
international.community.of.learning.
and.action.focused.on.understanding.
and.leveraging.the.role.of.brands.
in.shaping.a.flourishing.future..
The.Sustainable.Brands.global.
conference.network..
is.ground.zero.for.sustainability,.
brand.and.innovation.professionals.
who.gather.from.around.the..
world..They.come.in.person.to.be.
inspired,.engaged.and.equipped.
to.succeed.in.building.the.better.
brands.of.tomorrow,.and.look.
forward.to.collaborating.with.like-
minded.colleagues.who.can.help.
them.succeed..

As.part.of.our.education.and.
engagement.program,.Sustainable.
Brands.strives.to.be.a.leader..
in.sustainable.event.management.
practices...In.2013,.SB.adopted..
the.ISO.20121.methodology..
for.sustainable.events..This..
system.encourages.continual.
improvement.of.an.organization’s.
practice.by.employing.a.“plan.–.do.
–.check.–.act”.process...For.the.
SB’14.San.Diego.conference,.event.
organizers.built.upon.the.practices.
from.2013.to.create.an.even.more.
sustainable.event.

Working.with.suppliers.and.other.
stakeholders.early.in.the.planning.
process.allows.us.to.develop.
successful.programs.that.not.only.
reduce.the.environmental.and.social.
impact.of.our.events,.but.also.give.
back.to.the.local.community,.while.
educating.our.attendees.in.this.
space..Through.the.implementation.
of.these.systems,.our.goal.is.to.both.
increase.engagement.and.heighten.
awareness.amongst.both.event.
stakeholders.and.event.attendees.

OVERVIEW

COMMITMENT 
Sustainable.Brands®.is.committed.to.reducing.
the.environmental.impact.of.Sustainable.
Brands.conferences,.to.enlisting.their.
community.in.the.sustainable.production.of.
their.events,.and.to.improving.the.sustainability.
initiatives.and.performance.of.its.host.

communities.year.over.year.
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SUSTAINABLE 
EVENT 
MANAGEMENT – 
THE APPROACH 
We.believe.that.by.
incorporating.socially.and.
environmentally.responsible.
decision.making.into.the.
planning,.organization,.and.
attendee.experience,.events.
can.be.produced.in.a.way.that.
demonstrates.concern.for.
the.every.aspect.of.the.event.
activities...Sustainable.Brands.
team.worked.to.apply.best.
practices.using.the.ISO.20121.
process.and.the.ASTM/APEX.
sustainable.meeting.standards.
into.the.planning.and.execution.
of.SB’14.San.Diego...The.main.
areas.of.focus.included.the.
following:

...Venue.and.Accommodation

...Waste.Management

...Energy.and.Carbon

...Food.and.Beverage

...Procurement

...Communication/Education/
Stakeholder.Engagement

...Expo,.re-branded.as.the.
“Activation.Hub”

...Transportation

For the second year, SB’14 San Diego was held at the Paradise Point 
Resort.  The property was chosen not only for the best practices they 
have in place, but also their willingness to partner with Sustainable 
Brands to improve their operation.  Some highlights of their efforts 
include being named “Recycler of the Year” by the City of San Diego for 
participation in Commercial Food Scrap Composting Program.

   Water conservation/irrigation system to prevent run-off into Mission Bay.

   Optional bath towel re-use program available in guestrooms.

   Refillable dispenser systems for guest shampoo, conditioner and shower gel 
to eliminate individual packaging waste. 

   Guestroom bathrooms feature low flow toilets and shower heads.

   Waterless urinals utilized in men’s restrooms.

   Landscaping debris is repurposed as mulch/fertilizer or composted.

   Kitchens separate food waste from waste and recycling. 

   LED lighting used throughout the property and  
indoor and outdoor lighting limited when possible.

   Housekeeping department operates with water conservation in mind, 
utilizing a standard “3rd day” wash cycle for guestroom sheets.

   Housekeeping attendants only clean with “Green Seal Certified” bathroom 
cleaners and carpet solutions.

VENUE AND ACCOMMODATION

Did you know?
Hotels.dispose.of.more.than.10.billion.
partly-used.individually-packaged.bars.
of.soap.and.bottles.of.liquids.every.year..
Paradise.Point.eliminates.this.stream.
of.waste.by.dispensing.shampoo.and.
conditioner.in.bulk.in.all.hotel.rooms.
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Understanding that waste is a major byproduct of most events, SB’14 San 
Diego established the goal to produce a ‘zero waste’ event.  To help with 
this effort, SB’14 San Diego partnered once again with 1:1 Movement, Waste 
Management, and Paradise Point to reduce the amount of waste produced 
and then manage the rest.      

Highlights of the Waste Management Plan include:
...93%.of.the.waste.from.the.event.was.either.composted.or.recycled...

...Set.up.a.two-bin.system.of.only.compost/
recycling..In.place.of.a.landfill.bin,.signage.
was.placed..to.convey.the.idea.of.the.“missing.
trash.stream”.

...Only.one.landfill.bin.was.placed.in.the.
conference.with.a.sign.stating:.“This.is.the.
only.trash.bin.on.site..Let’s.work.together.to.
keep.it.that.way”..........

...Twenty.volunteers.organized.through.1to1.
Movement.sorted.all.materials.produced.by.
the.event.

...SB.asked.event.attendees.prior.to.the.
conference.to.not.bring.in.single.use.coffee.cups.to.help.reduce.waste...

...Vendors.were.given.Zero.Waste.Guidance.outlining.best.practices.for.
participating.in.conference...Followed.up.with.spot.checks.by.staff.and.Waste.
Management.staff.

...Instead.of.giving.each.attendee.a.SWAG.Bag,.a.Gift.Lounge.was.set.up.where.
attendees.could.take.only.what.they.wanted...Measures.were.taken.beforehand.
to.keep.gifts.in.the.Gift.Lounge.useful,.sustainable,.and.innovative.(i.e..no.key.
chains,.pens,.pads,.etc.)..Leftover.SWAG..
was.donated.or.used.by.SB.staff.for.future.give.aways.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

The 1to1 Movement,  

formed in 2012, is a San 

Diego-based environmental 

nonprofit organization focused 

on changing the conversation 

on conservation. 1to1 provides 

innovative hands-on learning 

projects both in class as well 

as in the community. In the last 

three years, The 1to1 Movement 

has reached 14,860 students 

with a experiential learning 

projects on food, water, waste, 

energy, or transportation.  

93%
.of.the.waste.from.
the.event.was.
either composted 
or recycled
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 (6,781 lbs)  

Recycling

19%

53%  

(19,240 lbs) 
Green Waste 

7% 
(2,736 lbs)
Landfill

21% 

 (7,519 lbs)

Compost

Diversion Data
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ENERGY CARBON 

Carbon.emissions.were.offset.
by.Offsetters..The.projects.that.
contributed.to.it.are.as.follows:

The Great Bear Forest Carbon Project 
is an Improved Forest Management 
project, which generates emission 
reductions by protecting forest areas 
that were previously designated, 
sanctioned or approved for 
commercial logging. The project 
activities include changes in land-
use legislation and regulation that 
result in the protection of forest areas 
and reduction of harvest levels. The 
Project protects and increases carbon 
stocks by converting forests that 
were previously available for logging 
to protected forests, and reduces 
emissions caused by harvesting, 
road building and other forestry 
operations. It is a landmark project 
for balancing human well being and 
ecological integrity through carbon 
finance, and is the first carbon project 
in North America on traditional 
territory with unextinguished 
aboriginal rights and title.

Mai Ndombe REDD+ is the first 
REDD+ Project in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo (DRC) 
– supported by the Congolese 
government and the UN REDD 
Programme. It protects 300,000 
hectares of tropical rainforest 
from complete loss of forest cover 
and has multiple positive effects 
on climate change mitigation, the 
protection of biodiversity and local 
living conditions. Carbon offsets 
have facilitated the conversion of two 
large timber concessions into a long-
term conservation concession and 

supported related local livelihood 
enhancement initiatives.

Carbon offset funds enabled the 
dissemination of efficient wood 
burning cook stoves to institutions 
and families in and around Kampala, 
Uganda. More than 95% of Ugandans 
rely on fuel wood for cooking, 
typically charcoal or wood for urban 
households and wood for those in 
rural areas. The current stoves used 
for cooking have low efficiencies, 
increasing the amount of fuel wood 
required to prepare a meal. These 
new stoves use a proven “rocket” 
technology that consists of an 
insulated elbow-jointed combustion 
chamber that increases combustion 
efficiency and retains heat while 
raising the cooking pot to the hottest 
point above the flame. The rocket 
stove further increases heat transfer 
by having the cooking pot rest within 
a skirt.

WATER 

Water.offset.by.Bonneville.
Environmental.Foundation

BEF provided the Water Restoration 
Certificates (WRCs) for all of 
Sustainable Brands 2014 events, 
including SB’14 San Diego, New 
Metrics’14 in Boston, and two 
Corporate Member meetings. The 
certificates balance the estimated 
water impacts from the event space, 
hotel rooms and air travel for each 
event. BEF estimated the water use 
to be 377,874 gallons, or 378 WRCs.

BEF also provided Change the 
Course water footprint educational 
signage that highlighted “hidden 
water” facts in order to help SB’14 
San Diego attendees understand the 
water impacts of the decisions they 
make about food, clothing, and other 
everyday events. 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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Ninkasi.
Brewing..
Company
As one of the top 50 breweries 
in the U.S., Ninkasi Brewing 
Company continuously looks 
for ways to do good by the 
community and the environment 
as a whole. From very simple 
steps taken around the brewery 
to building new facilities under 
LEED certification guidelines, to 
sourcing ingredients as locally 
as possible, the brewery makes 
efforts wherever able to conserve 
and think towards the future. 
Having sustainable practices is just 
one piece of the pie. Ninkasi also 
believes being sustainable means 
supporting positive non-profits 
and organizations throughout all 
the states it distributes through its 
Beer is Love program.
 
Learn more: http://www.
ninkasibrewing.com/about/
environment-sustainability.html

Once again SB worked with Paradise Point to develop a menu and dining 
experience that highlighted local and organic products while also incorporating 
sustainable catering best practices.  

In addition, Sustainable Brands worked with a humane food sponsor, World  
Animal Protection, to provide humane dairy and poultry options for many of the 
conference menus, specifically Mary’s free-range, organic Chicken, cage-free, 
local eggs from Mike & Sons in Ontario, CA, and organic, bulk yogurt from cows  
not treated with rBGH.

Some of our catering best practices include:

   Vegan, gluten-free, and vegetarian options were available and  
clearly labeled at each meal. 

   An effort was made to procure items locally and in season. 

  .Water.Service: Water pitchers and glasses were provided in place of  
disposable water bottles.

   Bulk.Condiments: All condiments including sugar, milk, and sauces  
were served in bulk to reduce waste from individual packaging.

   China.service-ware/Non-disposables:.All catered meals were served on  
china and silverware to avoid waste produced from disposable items.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
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In 2014, we re-branded our expo as the Activation Hub, 
in order to emphasize the importance of conversation, 
collaboration, and engagement instead of selling 
consumption through large, temporary, unsustainable 
installations normally erected in expos.  

It was extremely exciting to work with innovative and 
creative partners in our first iteration of the Activation 
Hub, seeing how a shift in frame of the event could bring 
out so many valuable conversations all focused on shifting 
the world to a more sustainable economy.  Our sponsors 
and exhibitors, including Coca-Cola, Nissan, SAP, Target, 
BASF, HP, World Animal Protection, and many others, 
showcased not only the greatest technologies and ideas 
in the sustainability world, but also understand their 
responsibility to lead by demonstrating best practices as 
exhibitors.  SB implemented a “pack it out policy” were it 
was recommended that exhibitors bring in only items that 
were recyclable or compostable, or were required to bring 
it back home with them. First and foremost, exhibitors 
were asked to use only materials that were useful and 
necessary (again, no swag if possible) and to upload any 
collateral to the mobile app for virtual download instead of 
passing out materials at the conference.  

Sustainable procurement starts 
at the RFP stage at Sustainable 
Brands, when looking for new 
venue space or sourcing a new 
vendor. We include language 
about the food quality we require, 
the materials we plan to use, 
and the constant learning and 
upgrading we must do to stay 
ahead of current practices. We 
plan to include accessibility and 
workplace health and safety 
requirements in 2015. 

The practices for managing 
sustainable procurement 
objectives include tracking 
needs and conserving resources 
through limited orders as well 
as choosing local products with 
ethical production standards that 
have been created with recycled, 
recyclable, or compostable 
materials. Sustainable Brands 
team is committed to choosing 
conference materials that are 
sustainable; from 100% upcycled 
and/or recyclable signage and 
programs, to an aggressive re-use 
campaign around large format 
signage, badges and lanyards. 

PROCUREMENT

ACTIVATION HUB (EXPO)
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Attendee travel is the number one contributor of carbon emissions to the 
impact of an event.  Sustainable Brands goals surrounding transportation 
included:   reduction, tracking, and offsets. 

Reduction:
An effort was made to help reduce the GHG emissions of attending the 
conference. An assessment of where attendees come from demonstrates that 
60% travel either locally or from the West Coast. Therefore, by locating in San 
Diego, attendees travel distance is significantly reduced. Once attendees arrive, 
by choosing Paradise Point as the event location all event activity can take place 
on property and thereby eliminating the need for attendees to travel off-site.

In addition, efforts were made by SB to promote ride sharing options by 
educating attendees via the website, event mobile app, signage at the airport 
and hotel suggesting a meeting spot for carpools, and a shuttle to transport 
those staying at the overflow hotel to Paradise Point together. 

Tracking and Offsets:
Sustainable Brands partnered with Offsetters to calculate the GHG emissions 
associated with the event from June 2-5th 2014 in Sand Diego, California.  
The estimated footprint for the event is 1,207.9 tonnes of carbon dioxide 
equivalent (tCO2e).  Sources of GHG’s include the following: Venue heating, 
electricity, delegate travel – Air, hotels, and paper usage.  Of these sources, 
94% of the GHG came from the delegate travel.  Once the impact was 
understood, Sustainable Brands offset 100% of these emissions through the 
Offsetter projects detailed above.

TRANSPORTATION

94%
 Of these sources

of the GHG came 
from the delegate 
travel.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS AND PARTNERS

OFFICIAL ZERO WASTE PARTNER OFFICIAL CARBON OFFSET SPONSOR SUSTAINABILITY TEAM PARTNER

Join in efforts to reduce impact on the environment, please distribute this report electronically.  
© Sustainable Brands. 2014. All Rights Reserved.

OFFICIAL WATER OFFSET PARTNER SUSTAINABILITY TEAM PARTNER SUSTAINABILITY REPORT DESIGN
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS 
& PARTNERS

PLATINUM SPONSORS

PLATINUM MEDIA PARTNERS GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

PREMIUM PARTNERS

MEDIA AND AFFILIATE PARTNERS
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